Predicting how the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) will change with global warming is of enormous importance to society [1] [2] [3] [4] . ENSO exhibits considerable natural variability at interdecadal-centennial timescales 5 . Instrumental records are too short to determine whether ENSO has changed 6 and existing reconstructions are often developed without adequate tropical records. Here we present a seven-century-long ENSO reconstruction based on 2,222 tree-ring chronologies from both the tropics and mid-latitudes in both hemispheres. The inclusion of tropical records enables us to achieve unprecedented accuracy, as attested by high correlations with equatorial Pacific corals 7, 8 and coherent modulation of global teleconnections that are consistent with an independent Northern Hemisphere temperature reconstruction 9 . Our data indicate that ENSO activity in the late twentieth century was anomalously high over the past seven centuries, suggestive of a response to continuing global warming. Climate models disagree on the ENSO response to global warming 3, 4 , suggesting that many models underestimate the sensitivity to radiative perturbations. Illustrating the radiative effect, our reconstruction reveals a robust ENSO response to large tropical eruptions, with anomalous cooling in the east-central tropical Pacific in the year of eruption, followed by anomalous warming one year after. Our observations provide crucial constraints for improving climate models and their future projections.
signals in tree rings from such diverse regions, we aim to represent ENSO variability more accurately.
Our tree-ring network is composed of 2,222 chronologies from Asia, New Zealand, and North and South America (Supplementary Table S2 ). Of these, strong ENSO signals are found in tree rings from seven regions, including two in the tropics (Maritime Continent and South American Altiplano), three in the mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere (Central Asia, southwest North America, and the Pacific Northwest/Texas-Mexico (TexMex) region) and two in the mid-latitude Southern Hemisphere (northern New Zealand and west-central Argentina; Fig. 1a ). We extract regional variability from tree rings by either a principal components analysis or the development of a regional chronology (Supplementary Methods). The resultant seven time series, one from each region, serve as the basis for our ENSO reconstruction. The first principal component (PC1) of the seven time series, covering the period 1301-1992 and explaining 26.6% of the total variance, is highly correlated with tropical Pacific sea surface temperatures 11 (SSTs; Fig. 1a ). PC1 correlates highly with the previous November-January (NDJ) Niño3.4 index (r = 0.80) during 1871-1992. The correlation with the trans-Niño index 12 , a measure of the zonal SST gradient, is statistically significant but much lower (r = −0. 43) , suggesting that the tree rings are most sensitive to east-central tropical Pacific SST anomalies instead of their east-west gradient. Therefore, we develop a reconstruction for the canonical ENSO variability (Methods and Supplementary Fig. S1 ), as represented by the Niño3.4 index (Fig. 1b) .
Our reconstruction is highly correlated with existing ENSO records, whether their input data are completely independent or with a few overlapping subsets (Supplementary Table S1 ). Compared with other reconstructions, ours incorporates tree rings from two tropical regions that have higher weights in the empirical orthogonal function than the extratropical peers (Supplementary  Table S2 ), leading to a roughly 10% increase in explained instrumental ENSO variance (Supplementary Table S1 ). To further verify the reconstruction, we compare it with independent records from the equatorial Pacific. The Southern Oscillation Index 13 (SOI) is a standardized index of sea level pressure difference between Tahiti and Darwin, Australia (Fig. 1a) , and represents the atmospheric component of ENSO. Our reconstruction correlates at −0.67 (P < 0.001) with the boreal winter (September-February) SOI for their common period (Fig. 1c) , close to the correlation between instrumental Niño3.4 SST and SOI indices for the same period (r = −0.83). Our reconstruction is significantly correlated with modern coral records in the central tropical Pacific: r = −0.57 (P < 0.001) at Maiana Atoll 7 for 1841-1994 (Fig. 1d) , and r = −0.53 (P < 0.001) at Palmyra Island 8 for 1887-1998 (Fig. 1e) . After adjusting relict coral U/Th dates within the analytical error windows 5 , we find that significant correlations between our reconstruction and Palmyra corals have persisted throughout the past seven centuries (Fig. 1e) . The above agreements are remarkable in that these proxy records are completely independent, indicating high fidelity of our reconstruction over the past seven centuries.
The reconstructed ENSO index exhibits marked variations at interannual to interdecadal timescales over the past seven centuries (Fig. 1f) . The multi-taper method 14 spectral analysis reveals that significant ENSO periodicities fall within interannual (2-7 years) and decadal (8-13 years) bands, respectively ( Supplementary Fig.  S2a ). The interannual cycles are observed for the instrumental era, a period when the decadal cycles are less pronounced ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). The time-space wavelet analysis 15 shows that the interannual variability has persisted throughout the past seven centuries, whereas the decadal variability weakens during most of the sixteenth and twentieth century ( Supplementary Fig.  S2b ). Marked decadal variability is also widely found in Indo-Pacific corals in the late nineteenth century, with its spatial pattern closely resembling that of interannual variability 16 . Together these results suggest that decadal variability is a significant component of the ENSO system and is underestimated by instrumental data. We have investigated the relationship between the decadal variability and sunspot number using a cross-wavelet transform (Supplementary Methods). There is a strong spectral coherence but the phase varies by 180
• over the course of their common period ( Supplementary  Fig. S4 ). If the 11-year solar cycle is linked to decadal ENSO variability, then the mechanism must be able to accommodate meandering 180
• phase reversals through time, and has not yet been determined through climate modelling studies. Instead, decadal ENSO variability more likely results from internal dynamics. The temporal evolution of ENSO variance represented by our reconstruction is most consistent with that shown by the two tropical records (Supplementary Fig. S5 ). The mutual agreement between the two independent tropical records suggests that our reconstruction represents ENSO variance more accurately than previous ones that generally do not incorporate tropical records. Overall, the reconstructed ENSO variance was weak in the early Little Ice Age (LIA) of 1300s-1550s, increased during the late LIA of 1550s-1880s, and became unusually high after the 1880s (Fig. 2a) . The reconstruction also exhibits larger variance than the instrumental target in the early twentieth century. The empirical reconstructions may underestimate SST variability owing to the lack of observations in that period 2 . The reconstructed ENSO variance exhibits substantial modulation at interdecadal to centennial timescales (Fig. 2a) . Such modulation, however, may arise stochastically and thus may not be indicative of dynamics with intrinsic interdecadal timescales 17, 18 . We estimate the expected range of variability of 31-yr running biweight variance that may arise stochastically through a Monte Carlo approach (Supplementary Methods). The results indicate that the interdecadal modulation of ENSO variance before 1900 may arise stochastically (Fig. 2a) . The running variance during much of the twentieth century, however, exceeds the 95% confidence interval for stochastic variations, suggesting that the recent enhancement of ENSO variance is due to changes in the background state such as the secular positive trend in tropical SSTs (ref. 19 ). Climate models disagree on the ENSO response to global warming, splitting between enhanced and damped variability 3, 4 . Our observations suggest that models with a damped response may underestimate the sensitivity of ENSO to increasing anthropogenic radiative forcing, although significant ENSO changes may still be difficult to detect for periods of less than a century 6 . Regardless, a more thorough attribution of interdecadal ENSO variability in future work requires the combination of developments in theory, coupled climate model simulations, and long records of ENSO variability such as ours.
Determining the strength of ENSO teleconnections is crucial for climate forecasts outside the tropical Pacific. Instrumental records show substantial modulation of ENSO teleconnections on interdecadal timescales during the twentieth century 10, 20 , but the cause of such modulation remains unclear. Here we calculate 31-year running correlations between the reconstruction and each input series to assess the stationarity of ENSO teleconnections over the pan-Pacific regions for the past seven centuries. The ENSO influence is most robust over the Maritime Continent (Fig. 2b) , perhaps not surprisingly as it is a centre of action for ENSO with strong rainfall variability. The ENSO teleconnection is also robust over Central Asia, except for marked reduction within the Maunder minimum of the 1660s-1700s (Fig. 2b) . Marked reduction in the Table S6 ). The number of large tropical eruptions for composite analysis is 22 (Supplementary Table S4 ). Moisture conditions are indicated by the Palmer drought severity index 30 . Positive (negative) anomalies indicate wet (dry) conditions, respectively.
strength of ENSO teleconnections during the Maunder minimum is also found over the South American Altiplano and northern New Zealand (Fig. 2d) , but not over western North America (Fig. 2c) . Overall, ENSO teleconnections are robust over the South American Altiplano and southwest North America for most of the past seven centuries, but vary substantially over northern New Zealand and the Pacific Northwest/TexMex region (Fig. 2c,d ). Relative to the ENSO variance time series, we find that ENSO teleconnections over the pan-Pacific regions are generally strong (weak) when the ENSO variance is high (low), with each high/low-variance epoch lasting for several decades ( Fig. 2a-d) . Likewise, we find that ENSO teleconnections on Northern Hemisphere temperature are linked to changes in ENSO variance (Supplementary Methods and Fig. S6 ). These concomitant changes throughout the past seven centuries indicate that the ENSO effects on extratropical climate are modulated by ENSO variance at interdecadal to centennial timescales. Explosive volcanic eruptions affect the climate by injecting aerosols into the atmosphere 21 , but their effect on ENSO remains uncertain, with inconclusive results from short observations [21] [22] [23] and contradictory results from model simulations [24] [25] [26] . Here we use superposed epoch analysis 22 (SEA) to assess their relationship for the past seven centuries. We employ a historical/geological recordbased volcanic explosivity index 27 (VEI), which more accurately records eruption location than other indices derived from polar ice core chemistry (Supplementary Table S4 ). Using a series of sensitivity tests, the results indicate a robust ENSO response to large tropical eruptions (VEI > 4; 22 events), but not to medium eruptions (VEI = 4; 68 events; Supplementary Table S5) . For large tropical eruptions, immediate cooling tends to occur in the east-central tropical Pacific in the year of eruption (t = 0), followed by anomalous warming one year after (Fig. 3a) . On average, the Niño3.4 SST difference from year t = 0 to year t + 1 amounts to ∼1.0
• C, statistically significant at the 0.01 level, based on a two-tailed Student's t -test.
Previous studies using shorter and less reliable ENSO reconstructions yielded only a vague picture of a multi-year warming response to a large tropical eruption [22] [23] [24] [25] . Our analysis, based on a longer and more accurate ENSO reconstruction, reveals a much richer evolution. An intermediate climate model simulates the subsequent warming through an ocean dynamical thermostat mechanism 28 , but not the initial cooling response 24, 25 . A recent study using a fully coupled general circulation model suggests a concurrent cooling response to volcanic forcing 26 . Our observations now offer support for the general circulation model result, suggesting that in addition to the thermostat mechanism, other dynamical processes such as zonal variations in SST damping are important for simulating the full response of ENSO to radiative forcing perturbations. Did large tropical eruptions cause moisture extremes recorded in tree rings by direct radiative forcing or through the effects on ENSO? To answer this question, we compare volcanically induced moisture anomaly patterns to those of ENSO. The close resemblance of the moisture pattern at year t = 0 (t + 1) to that of La Niña (El Niño) provides strong evidence that tropical eruptions affect global moisture largely through the influence on ENSO (Fig. 3b-e) .
In summary, our tree-ring-based ENSO reconstruction for the past seven centuries represents a major improvement over previous efforts, made possible by including records from the tropics. Our results show marked interdecadal-centennial variations in ENSO amplitude that modulate its effects on extratropical climate, suggesting that ENSO variance, rather than alternative mechanisms such as mid-latitude waveguide modulation 29 , is a primary control of the modulations. On longer timescales, ENSO variance is low in the early LIA period and high in the twentieth century. The elevated ENSO variability in recent decades is unprecedented over the past seven centuries, suggesting a response to increased anthropogenic radiative forcing. Climate models disagree on the response to global warming, suggesting that many of them may underestimate ENSO sensitivity to radiative perturbations. Although ENSO is an internal mode of the coupled system, our analysis with a large sample size reveals a robust response to large tropical volcanic eruptions. Large tropical eruptions force the Pacific immediately into an anomalous cooling state, followed by anomalous warming in the next year. The response to the 11-year solar cycle is inconsistent in phase over the record, possibly because of weak forcing. This underlines the complexity of ENSO dynamics and calls for further investigations into the sensitivity to the magnitude and timescale 19 of radiative forcing. Regardless, the robust ENSO response to volcanic forcing, and in particular its evolution in time, offers an excellent test bed for climate models if they are to yield future projections with confidence.
Methods
We developed an ENSO reconstruction with a well-tested principal components regression procedure (see Supplementary Methods). The PC1 of the tree-ring records was retained to build a linear regression model by calibrating on the NDJ Niño3.4 index during 1871-1992. The reconstruction was extended to 2005 with a nested approach, with two iterative regression nests ending in 2003 (six input series) and 2005 (five input series). We performed rigorous calibration and verification tests, and the results indicate significant skill in all three regression models ( Supplementary Fig. S1 and Table S3 ). The final reconstruction was achieved by merging the three regressions together, with their mean and variance adjusted to be the same as the 1301-1992 nest. The final reconstruction accounts for 63.5% of instrumental Niño3.4 SST variance during 1871-1992 (Fig. 1b) . were developed by merging all tree-ring index series for each site. To minimize the potential influence of changing sample size on variance, each chronology was put through a process of variance stabilization, using the technique described in (32). The reliability of each chronology was assessed using the expressed population signal (EPS) statistic, and only those chronology periods in which this statistic exceeds a commonly held threshold value of 0.85 were used in this study 33 44, 45 . In contrast, the PCA-based approach depends more on the characteristics of proxy records and is less sensitive to the instrumental target. As shown below, with the PCA-based approach we produced identical reconstructions with three versions of the SST products ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
We performed a nested PC regression to optimize the length of the reconstruction 31, 46 .
The three nests all start in 1301, but end in 1992, 2003, and 2005, respectively. For each nest, the PCA was performed on the actual predictors, and the first PC was retained to develop a regression model. We note that because tree-rings from three (four) regions are influenced by ENSO events that develop (decay) in the growing season (Supplementary Table S3 ). Reconstruction validity was assessed using Pearson's correlation coefficient, the reduction of error (RE), the coefficient of efficiency (CE), and sign test (ST) statistics.
For the RE and CE, positive value indicates significant model skill, with the CE being the more rigorous of the two 31 .
The resulting statistics of split sample calibration/verification tests are shown in Supplementary Table S3 Together, these test results demonstrate the validity of the three regression models.
Finally, we developed the ENSO reconstruction by merging the three regressions together, with their mean and variance adjusted to be the same as the 1301-1992 nest.
The final reconstruction spans 1301-2005, and accounts for 63.5% of instrumental Niño3.4 SST variance during 1871-1992 when the regression models were built, and 59.5% of variance for the instrumental period 1871-2005 (Fig. 1b) . We note that we repeated our analysis by substituting the Niño3.4 index based on the Kaplan SST dataset 11 with that based on the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) extended reconstructed SST (ERSST) and the Hadley Center SST (HadSST) products 47, 48 , and found the reconstructions are highly consistent at both high-and low-frequency components ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). These tests suggest that the PCA-based ENSO reconstruction is not sensitive to the choice of SST products. Here we report the results obtained from the Kaplan SST dataset.
Decadal ENSO variability. Our reconstruction reveals marked decadal variability of the ENSO system over the past seven centuries (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). Determining the physical cause of such decadal variability is crucial for ENSO diagnosis and prediction.
Here we perform cross-wavelet transform to examine whether it was related to cycles of sunspot number 49 ( Supplementary Fig. S4b ). These observations provide new challenges for the tantalizing sunspot-ENSO relationship at decadal time scales 50, 51 . If the 11-year solar cycle is linked to decadal ENSO variability, then the mechanism must be able to accommodate meandering 180º phase reversals through time. Yet, this has not been determined through climate modeling studies. On the other hand, decadal ENSO variability may be internally forced by feedbacks within the coupled ocean-atmosphere system. In that regard, process-oriented model studies are needed to discern feedbacks responsible for such decadal variability. Nonetheless, our 700-year-long ENSO record underlines the significance of decadal variability in the tropical climate. If fully tested in observations and process-oriented model studies, it might lead to significant improvement in decadal climate prediction.
Interdecadal modulation of ENSO variance owing to stochastic noise. Our data indicate substantial interdecadal modulation of ENSO variance and a running variance maximum that coincides with the highest mean state SSTs in the 20 th century (Fig. 2a) .
Here we provide an estimate of the expected range of variability of 31-yr running biweight variance that may arise stochastically through a Monte Carlo approach. From these calculations, we determine if the enhanced ENSO variance in the 20 th century exceeds the 95% confidence interval for stochastically-driven running variance. 
where X t is the Niño 3.4 SST anomaly in year t, P is the mean Niño 3. There are a few large SST anomalies in the reconstruction (Fig. 1f) , raising a possibility that these large outliers are driving interdecadal modulation of ENSO variance.
Here we conduct sensitivity tests by artificially suppressing/removing these large SST anomalies. First we identified all events that exceed 2.5 standard deviations (11 cases), artificially reduced their amplitude by 1/2, and then recalculated the 31-yr running biweight variance and the Monte Carlo tests. The variance modulation did not change these tests suggest that the running variances are insensitive to a few large SST anomalies, and that much of the twentieth century ENSO variance stands out from random variability attributable to stochastic processes.
ENSO modulation of NH temperature. Because of poleward transport of anomalous tropical heat, major El Niño events are typically followed by warm hemispheric or global conditions, and vice versa for La Niña events 54 . We test the stationarity of this association using an independent NH temperature reconstruction 9 that was developed with annually resolved records. The correlation between ENSO and NH temperature waxes and wanes over time ( Supplementary Fig. S6 ). Over the past six centuries, every single epoch of elevated ENSO variance is linked to significant correlations between ENSO and NH temperature: in the late fifteenth, early sixteenth, early and late eighteenth century, at the turn of the twentieth century, and in recent decades. This relationship breaks down in the fourteenth century, probably due to the decrease in data quality and quantity 9 . Regardless, the ENSO modulation of NH temperature is consistent with its modulation of pan-Pacific climate over the past seven centuries, suggesting that the modulations are primarily driven by changes in ENSO variance. 
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